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ABSTRACT
A load balancer is an essential part of many network systems. A load balancer is
capable of dividing and redistributing incoming network trac to dierent back end
servers, thus improving reliability and performance. Existing load balancing solutions
can be classied into two categories: hardware-based or software-based. Hardware-
based load balancing systems are hard to manage and force network administrators
to scale up (replacing with more powerful but expensive hardware) when their system
can not handle the growing trac. Software-based solutions have a limitation when
dealing with a single large TCP ow. In recent years, with the fast developments
of virtualization technology, a new trend of network function virtualization (NFV) is
being adopted. Instead of using proprietary hardware, an NFV network infrastructure
uses virtual machines running to implement network functions such as load balancers,
rewalls, etc. In this thesis, a new load balancing system is designed and evaluated.
This system is high performance and exible. It can fully utilize the bandwidth
between a load balancer and back end servers compared to traditional load balancers
such as HAProxy. The experimental results show that using this NFV load balancer
could have n (n is the number of back end servers) times better performance than
HAProxy. Also, an extract, transform and load (ETL) application was implemented
to demonstrate that this load balancer can shorten data load time. The experiment
shows that when loading a large data set (18.3GB), our load balancer needs only 28%
less time than traditional load balancer.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the years, middleboxes have become a fundamental part of todays networks.
One commonly used middlebox is a load balancer. A load balancer sits between two
networks to redistribute trac. Using a load balancer can increase the capacity of
the network, improve the reliability of web services and decrease the burden on back
end servers.
Traditionally, network administrators use hardware-based middleboxes [22] to im-
plement network functions. But most hardware middleboxes are proprietary and
thus hard to manage. Using hardware-based middleboxes also forces the network
to upgrade in a scale-up model, i.e., replace existing hardware with more powerful
and expensive one. Recently a new trend of network function virtualization (NFV)
has become prevalent. NFV proposes to turn these middleboxes into software-based,
virtualized software running on top of virtual machines. In this way, we can change
the scale model from scale-up to scale-out. Using software-based solutions can also
reduce management cost.
1.1 Motivation
The Arizona State University (ASU) University Technology Oce (UTO) uses
software called Splunk to analyze logs generated by network rewalls. These logs are
generated from several Palo-Alto rewalls [6], and we need to store them on several
Rsyslog servers [21]. To reach Splunk's highest performance, these servers should
have approximately the same size of log data. Previously, Ghaarinejad [7] designed
and implemented an software dened networking (SDN) based load balancer that
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can equally distribute trac generated from Palo-Alto rewalls. But the solution can
only handle Rsyslog trac carried using UDP. Since UDP is not reliable, data loss
might occur at the Rsyslog server. TCP provides reliable, ordered data transfer. To
the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a solution that can load balance TCP
trac so that every server receives an equal amount of data. Therefore, we implement
an NFV-based load balancer to solve this problem.
1.2 Problem Statement
The rewall log placement problem is a combination of a TCP ow division and
a load balancing problem. The goal is to develop a load balancer that can divide the
TCP byte stream into a series of logical segments and enforce a load balancing policy
to redistribute trac to dierent back end servers.
1.3 Challenge
The biggest challenge of this problem is that our goal is dierent from the design
goal of TCP. TCP is designed to provide end to end reliable data transfer. By using
sequence numbers and acknowledge numbers, the two ends of the TCP connection are
synchronized. But if we divide a TCP connection into several small TCP connections,
it is hard to maintain the state on both ends.
1.4 Assumptions
Our rst assumption is that the data processed can be divided into logical-
segments. For example, if a TCP connection is used to transfer a series of logs,
and each log is in one line, we can divide this byte stream into independent logical
segments (each segment is a log) based on the new line character. However, if a TCP
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connection is used to transfer a single le, then we can not divide this byte stream
into logical segments.
Another assumption is that the order of arrival of logical segments does not create
a problem on the server end. For example, if a client program needs to send logs to
the server and server is just responsible for storing those logs to disk. In this case,
the order of arrival of logical segments does not matter.
We also assume that the incoming trac only consists of a few elephant ows.
Supporting a large number of concurrent connections is the design goal of traditional
load balancer such as HAProxy and Nginx.
The last assumption is that the available bandwidth between a client and a load
balancer is not signicantly larger than the total available bandwidth between that
load balancer and back end servers. If the volume of incoming trac of the load
balancer is too large, our load balancer might not have sucient memory to buer
the received data.
The rest of this thesis is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 introduces some re-
lated concepts and related works. Chapter 3 describes the architecture of our system
and Chapter 4 discuss the three detailed implementations on dierent platforms. In
Chapter 5 we present our experimental results. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and
suggests some future directions.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we rst introduce some important concepts related to our research,
such as load balancing, network function virtualization, and TCP ow division. Then
we review related work in these areas and discuss why these solutions can not solve
our problem.
2.1 Related Concepts
2.1.1 NFV
A middlebox or network appliance is a computer networking device that trans-
forms, inspects, lters, or otherwise manipulates trac for purposes other than packet
forwarding [? ]. Middleboxes have become an essential part of today's network infras-
tructure. Traditionally, many of these middleboxes are hardware-based which means
they're costly, dicult to manage and inexible. Recently there is a trend towards
network function virtualization (NFV), which is essentially using virtual machines
running on commodity servers to implement those network features [22].
2.1.2 Load Balancing
A load balancer is a device that distributes network trac across a number of
servers. Using load balancers can increase capacity (concurrent users) and reliability
of applications. There are many hardware-based load balancers on the market such
as Barracuda [2] and F5 Load Balancer [3]. Some examples of software solutions are
Nginx [17] and HAProxy [8].
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2.1.3 Flow Division
A network ow can be viewed as a ve tuple: h source IP address, source port
number, destination IP address, destination port number, protocol numberi. Flow
division refers to dividing a single ow into several smaller ows. There are two types
of ow division. One is horizontal division, in which a proxy is inserted between the
source and destination. One example of horizontal ow division is Split TCP [11].
To the best of our knowledgee, there is no prior work related to vertical TCP ow
division, which divides a single ow into multiple ows targeting dierent hosts.
2.1.4 Proxy Servers
A proxy server [5] is a server that acts as an intermediary for requests from clients
seeking resources from other servers. A client connects to the proxy server, request-
ing some service, such as a le, connection, web page, or other resource available
from a dierent server. Proxies were invented to add structure and encapsulation to
distributed systems.
2.1.5 Elephants and Mices
Network trac ows have been categorized into two types. One type of ow is
short in duration and carries a small amount of trac. Such a ow is called a mouse
ow. The other type of ow carries a large amount of trac and lasts for a long time.
Such ows are referred to as elephant ows. In today's Internet, most of the trac
consists of mice, but elephant ows do exist and have higher bandwidth consumption,
especially in data centers [10].
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2.2 Related Works
2.2.1 SDN-Based Load Balancer in a Campus Network
Ghaarinejad [7] implemented a software dened networking (SDN) based load
balancer to balance trac generated from Palo Alto rewalls at ASU. Ghaarinejad
benchmarked three load balancing policies: Round-Robin, Random and Load-Based
policy using an OpenFlow switch (Open vSwitch). The benchmark results suggest
that an SDN-based load balancer is competitive with the commercial load balancer
used in ASU's enterprise network.
In Ghaarinejad's work, only Rsyslog trac carried in UDP packet. Due to limi-
tations of the OpenFlow switch, we cannot easily extend this solution to implement
TCP load-balancing. Also, because Open vSwitch is known have throughput limita-
tions [20] under high volume incoming trac, such a solution may have performance
issues.
2.2.2 Transparent Split TCP Middlebox and Implications for NFV
Franck et al. share some experiences deploying a NFV-based Split TCPMiddlebox
for WiFi networks in [12]. Split TCP [11] is an enhancement of TCP to reduce ad hoc
network congestion. Split TCP inserts proxies along the TCP connection and divides
it into several shorter TCP connections. By introducing buer management and rate
control in each proxy, Split TCP provides better throughput than traditional TCP
when link failure happens frequently.
The biggest challenge Franck et al. face when deploying a Split TCP Middlebox
is they must provide full network transparency, achieved through the Linux trans-
parent proxying patch [25]. They shared some implications and issues about their
deployment, such as failover, network address translation, and VLAN.
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Unfortunately no implementation details about their Split TCP middlebox is pro-
vided. Also, the goal of Split TCP is dierent from our goal. Our load balancer needs
to divide the ow vertically, but Split TCP can only split the ow horizontally.
2.2.3 Ananta: Cloud Scale Load Balancing
Researchers at Microsoft developed a scale-out cloud load balancer called Ananta
and deployed it in Windows Azure cloud [18]. Ananta splits the components of a load
balancer into a consensus-based reliable control plane and a decentralized scale-out
data plane. They implement an agent in every host that can take over the packet
modication function from the load balancer, thereby enabling the load balancer to
naturally scale with the size of the data center.
Ananta provides valuable insights in implementing a distributed, scale-out load
balancer. But like the traditional load balancer, Ananta can only load balance trac
on the ow level. When receiving a connection request, the load balancer assigns a
server from the back end server pool to serve it. All packets afterward redirect to the
same back end server.
One goal of our load balancer is to handle trac that might consist of only one
elephant ow. The load balancing strategy used in Ananta might cause one back end
server to be overused, so we can not directly use it to solve our problem.
2.2.4 ClickOS and the Art of Network Function Virtualization
Joao et al. [14] propose a high-performance, virtualized software middlebox plat-
form called ClickOS. Virtual machines running ClickOS need a small amount of re-
sources but can easily saturate a 10Gbps trac on a commodity server. ClickOS is
built on a minimalistic, specialized operating system called Xen MiniOS [15]. Using a
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specialized operating system removes the overhead of running a commodity operating
system thus improving resource utilization. In fact, a ClickOS image is only 5MB.
ClickOS utilizes the Click framework [16] to implement network functions. The
Click framework consists of a chain of packet processing modules called elements.
Each element receives a packet and operates on it. The Click framework is written
in C++, but it also provides a Click language for specifying router congurations.
Although Click is very powerful, the original design goal of Click is to build a modular
software router, which means it does not have TCP support, so we can not use it to
build our load balancer.
2.2.5 HAProxy
HAProxy [8] is a open source software load balancer for both layer four and layer
seven. Written in C and runing on top of Linux, HAProxy uses an event-driven
model to reduce memory usage and gain high performance. HAProxy also uses a
single-buering technique to reduce cost memory copy. HAProxy has already been
deployed in some high trac website such as GitHub, Bitbucket, Stack Overow,
Reddit and Twitter [1].
Although HAProxy is high performance, its design goal is to handle a large number
of concurrent connections. It can only load balance trac at the ow level and is
unable to vertically divide a single elephant TCP ow into multiple mice ows. If
fact, HAProxy creates a session for each connection. A session consists of two TCP
connection, one from the client to the load balancer and one from the load balancer to
the server. The user needs to specify the load balancing policy in a cong le before
starting HAProxy.
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Chapter 3
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE & IMPLEMENTATION
In this chapter, we rst discuss the architecture of our NFV-based load balancer.
Then we describe three dierent implementations based on the architecture discussed
in Chapter 3.
3.1 Design Goal
Our goal is to build a exible, high-performance load balancer running on com-
modity hardware. Our system must satisfy the following requirements:
High Performance: Load balancers are often deployed at the front of the net-
work infrastructure, so it should be able to handle a large volume of trac without
introducing too many delays. Also, we want to fully utilize the bandwidth between a
load balancer and back end servers to get better performance.
Flexibility: Dierent web services have dierent network requirements, which
need dierent load distribution policies. Also many load balancing algorithms have
already been proposed [24]. A full-edged load balancing system should be exible
and highly customizable so that users can easily implement their load balancing policy
or algorithm.
Resource Saving: Today's data center is always oversubscribed [4]. Ideally, each
network appliance should consume as few resources as possible. Our load balancer
should not be a exception.
Transparency: We do not want any modication to either the client side or
the server side program. We want our load balancer to be transparent and reduce
management diculty.
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In addition, we would like to modularize our implementation to support code
re-use and reduce implementation diculty.
3.2 System Architecture
As Figure 3.1 depicts, our system consists of three modules.
Figure 3.1: System Architecture
Front End Module: In our NFV load balancer, a front end module is employed
to open sockets listening for a TCP connection request. Unlike a traditional load bal-
ancer, whose main challenge is to support a large number of concurrent connections,
our load balancer is only responsible to handle several elephant ows. So we do not
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need to open many sockets. The front end module is also responsible for splitting the
incoming TCP byte stream into logical segments. Commonly used standards are:
1. Every logical segment is of xed length.
2. Every logical segment ends with the same terminator.
3. Every logical segment contains information about the logical segments.
Forwarding Module: After the front end module has nished packet processing.
It invokes a function interface provided by the forwarding module to store the logical
segments in a buer. The forwarding module maintains a memory buer to store the
logical segment. Users can implement any load balancing policies or algorithms in
this module.
Back End Module: The backend module maintains TCP connections to back
end TCP servers. It fetches the data stored in the forwarding module and sends it
to the back end server. It also receives and splits the data sent back from the server
and saves it back to the forwarding module. Since some load balancing algorithms
rely on information about the backend server, the user can also implement their load
balancing algorithm in the back end module.
3.3 Implementation using MiniOS and LwIP
Our rst implementation is based on Xen MiniOS with light weight IP (LwIP) [9]
network stack. We discuss the implementation details below.
3.3.1 Tools
MiniOS [15] is an operating system developed in the Xen project. MiniOS imple-
ments all of the basic functionality needed to run as a Xen VM. MiniOS has a single
address space, i.e., there is no kernel/userspace separation.
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LwIP [9] is an open source full-edged TCP/IP stack developed by Dunkels. Us-
ing LwIP can reduce resource usage without adding programming diculty. We
implement an NFV load balancer on top of these tools.
3.3.2 Middlebox Front End Implementation
LwIP [9] provides three types of API: a raw API, a netconn API, and a socket
API. A netconn API is built on the raw API and the socket API is a wrapper of the
netconn API. Based on some initial experimentation, the raw API is very dicult to
use and the socket API is not stable. Therefore, we decide to use the netconn API.
The front end module creates a netconn struct, binds it to a local address and
puts that struct into listening mode. This struct remains blocked until a client TCP
connection request arrives.
Once the TCP three way handshake is complete (supported by LwIP), the original
netconn struct will return a new netconn struct through which we can send and receive
data.
Each time we read the netconn struct, LwIP returns a pointer that points to a char
array that contains the packet data (payload). We copy this char array and assemble
these characters into logical segments. For example, assume that each logical segment
is in one line so it ends with a nn. We read in a char array, split it and create new char
arrays from them. Then we invoke the function interface provided by the forwarding
module to store the new arrays into the buer pool.
The front end modules run in a loop and repeat the above procedure until the
TCP connection is closed.
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3.3.3 Middlebox Forwarding Module Implementation
The forwarding module handles buer management and load balancing policy
enforcement. The forwarding module arranges the buer as a linked list. It provides
a function interface where the user can invoke it by passing in data and its data
length into it. When this function is called, the forwarding module allocates a specic
amount of memory and inserts it into the linked list. By selecting the position of the
inserted data, the forwarding module achieves load balancing policy enforcement.
The forwarding module needs to maintain one linked list for one TCP connection
(two linked lists are needed if we want the back the end server to be able to send data
back to the client).
The forwarding module also provides an interface for fetching the data from the
linked list. The function that invokes this fetch interface needs to copy the data
because the forwarding module frees it soon after the fetch is complete.
3.3.4 Middlebox Back End Module Implementation
The back end module maintains a series of TCP connections using the netconn
API to the back end server. It invokes the fetch interface provided by the forwarding
module to fetch a logical record. After that it uses the send function provided by
netconn struct to send the received data to the backend server.
If the back end server needs to send back data to the client, the back end module
needs to read the netconn socket and store data in the forwarding module. This time,
we need to split and reassemble the data since we do not want dierent data sent by
dierent servers overlap each other.
We can also implement a load balancing algorithm and policy in the back end
module by choosing which netconn to use to send data.
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3.4 Implementation using TinyCore Linux and TProxy Kernel Patch
In our previous solution in Section 4.1, the back end server can only see the IP
address of the middlebox. But some web services need to know their client's IP
address. For example, some applications reply using access control lists (ACL) and
these ACLs might be based on the source IP address. To solve this problem we need
to change our load balancer to a transparent proxy. We achieve this by using Linux
TProxy patch [25].
3.4.1 Tools
Linux [13] is a mature open source operating system widely used in the world. It is
reliable and provides complete network support. We choose a small Linux distribution
called TinyCore Linux. This operating system is only 10MB. Tinycore provides a
network socket API.
We use a Linux kernel patch TProxy [25] to achieve transparency. TProxy en-
hances Linux with some additional features such as redirecting routed trac to a
local process, initiating a connection from a non-local source IP, etc.
Compared to MiniOS, Linux has better multithreading support, so we decided to
implement a multithreaded version load balancer using pthreads [19].
3.4.2 Initialization
To use TProxy, we rst need to recompile the Linux kernel. After downloading the
kernel source (version 3.16.6), we set the value of CONFIG NETFILTER TPROXY,
CONFIG NETFILETER XT TARGET TPROXY to M in the kernel cong
le. Then we recompile the kernel so that TProxy is loaded as a kernel module.
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Tiny Core Linux does not come with iptables, so we have to install the iproute2 and
iptables package using tce-load (package management software for tiny core Linux).
Then we set up the iptables to forward all TCP trac to a local address. The
detailed step are as follows:
1. iptables -t mangle -N DIVERT //Add a new chain in mangle (packet modify)
table
2. iptables -t mangle -A PREROUTING -p tcp -m socket -j DIVERT // Forward
the TCP trac before routing
3. iptables -t mangle -A DIVERT -j MARK {set-mark 1 //Add a mark to all TCP
packets
4. iptables -t mangle -A DIVERT -j ACCEPT //Receive the and put it in the
routing table.
5. ip rule add fwmark 1 lookup 100 //Check table 100 for all packets marked as 1
6. ip route add local 0.0.0.0/0 dev lo table 100 // Route to local table.
3.4.3 Middlebox Front End Implementation
Linux uses the socket API for network connections. When the middlebox front
end module starts, we create a socket and bind it to 0.0.0.0 (means all the network).
We need to set the socket option IP TRANSPARENT to true so that we can listen
on a socket that binds to any IP address.
We spawn a new thread for each new incoming connection. When a new packet
arrives, we fetch the data and split it, and store it in the forwarding module as we
implemented in MiniOS version.
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All threads shares a lock so that only one thread can save data to the forwarding
module at one time, i.e., for mutual exclusion.
Although this load balancer supports multiple concurrent connections, their des-
tination service should be the same(destination port should be the same). Otherwise,
for each new connection, we have to spawn n (n is the number of back end servers)
threads, which is costly. Our load balancer is not designed to support high concur-
rency.
3.4.4 Middlebox Forwarding Module Implementation
The forwarding module is the same as we implemented in the MiniOS version.
Since we arrange the buer as a linked list and not a xed length buer pool, we do
not need to use a lock to access the buer pool.
3.4.5 Middlebox Back End Module Implementation
Similar to the back end module of the MiniOS version load balancer, the back end
module here still needs to maintain connections to each back end server. However,
this time we have to use the client IP address instead of the IP address congured on
the local NIC. Again before we connect to the server we need to set the socket option
IP TRANSPARENT to true.
We do not use threading at the back end module because we assume only one back
end application is running. Using threading complicates design and implementation
of the load balancing algorithm.
3.5 Implementation using Click Modular Router
We also implement a load balancer using the click language and execute it on
Linux. As we describe in Chapter 2, Click is a modular software router through
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which we can implement network functions. The Click router is written in C++ and
provides a cong language called the Click language. The key component of the Click
language is an element, which is essentially a packet processing module. Each element
has an input port and an output port so that we can chain them to form a packet
processing graph. A simple example is: FromDevice(eth0)!counter()!Discard().
This conguration creates three elements; the rst element reads in a packet from
ethernet interface eth0 and passes that packet to the rst input port of the next
element. The second element receives a packet and directly outputs it through its
output port, adding 1 to a counter inside the element. Now the packet arrives at the
third element and is dropped. In Click framework, packet hando along a connection
may be initiated by either the source end (push processing) or the destination end
(pull processing).
3.5.1 Elements
We use four Click elements to implement the load balancer: socket, split, queue
and assemble.
The socket element is used to create a TCP socket. We use it to send and receive
data.
The split element is used to divide a TCP byte stream into logical segments. Since
Click does not provide this element, we have to implement it.
The queue element is used for temporary storage; it has one push port for input
and one pull port for output.
The assemble element is used to assemble a char array into logical segment. Since
Click does not provide this element, so we have to implement it.
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3.5.2 Process Graph
Figure 3.2 is the process graph. We explain it in detail in the next section.
Figure 3.2: Click Based Load Balancer Structure
3.5.3 Middlebox Front End Implementation
The rst element used in the front end module is a socket element. This element
opens a socket and listens for a client request. It outputs the received data to the
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next element. In our implementation, the next element is a split element that splits
the input data into logical segments. The split element has two output ports. If we
receive only a partial logical segment, we output it to an assemble queue to store it
temporarily. If we receive a complete logical segment, we output it directly to the
forwarding module's queue. The assemble element is used to pull from the queue and
assemble char array into logical segments.
3.5.4 Middlebox Forwarding Module Implementation
The forwarding module consists of a queue element and a round robin scheduler
element. The queue element has two ports, one for push input and one for pull output.
Each item in the queue element is an intact logical segment, generated by the split
element or the assemble element. The round robin scheduler pulls from the queue
and pushs data it receives to a socket element in the back end module.
3.5.5 Middlebox Back End Module Implementation
This module consists of n (n is the number of back end servers) socket elements.
Each socket maintains a connection to a back end server. It receives data from the
round robin scheduler and sends it to the back end server.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we discuss three dierent implementations of NFV load balancers
on three dierent platforms. We summarize the pros and cons of each implementation
in Table 3.1.
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Characteristic MiniOS & LwIP Click TinyCore Linux
Resources Needed Low Medium Medium
Flexibility Medium High Medium
Concurrency support No No Yes
Table 3.1: Implementation Comparison
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Chapter 4
EVALUATION AND APPLICATION
In this chapter, we design three experiments to verify that our NFV-based solu-
tion can successfully redistribute trac, and verify it has better performance than
a traditional load balancing solution. We further develop an extract, transform and
load (ETL) application to demonstrate our system could have better performance.
For simplicity, we use a round-robin load balancing policy for all experiments.
4.1 Testbed
Our testbed includes a physical Lenovo server with 20GB of RAM and quad-core
Intel Xeon E3-1225 v3 processors, each one working at 3.2 GHz. We installed Citrix
XenServer 6.5 and create seven virtual machines on it. Each VM has one vCPU and
1GB of RAM. Since load balancer need memory to buer data We allocate 4GB for
the load balancer VM. All VMs aside from VM2 are running Ubuntu Linux 14.04.
We use Xen network bridge to connect these VMs.
As Figure 4.1 shows, we cong VM1 as a client machine and use it sends to send
data to VM2. We use VM2 as a load balancer to distribute trac to back end servers.
We congure all other VMs to act as back end servers.
4.2 Experiment I: Limit Bandwidth
In the rst experiment, we limit the bandwidth between the load balancer and
back end servers. We demonstrate with bandwidth limitation, our solution provides
better performance than a traditional load balancing solution (HAProxy).
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Figure 4.1: Testbed 1 Topology
Since it is dicult to do trac engineering in MiniOS (the Linux tc command
equivalent is unavailable), we use the Tiny Core Linux implementation to compare
with HAProxy. The tc is available on Tiny Core Linux and we use it to limit the
bandwidth of each back end server to 100Mbps.
Before running the experiment, we need to change the IP address of the back
end servers so that they are not on the same subnet as the client. We also need to
make our load balancer as their gateway, because our load balancer uses TProxy and
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VM3 VM4 VM5 VM6 VM7
Number of logs (NFV load balancer) 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
Number of logs (HAProxy) 100,000 0 0 0 0
Table 4.1: Experiment I Result
NFV Load Balancer HAProxy
Average Total Bandwidth 486.45 Mbps 95.11 Mbps
Standard Deviation 1.596 1.33
Table 4.2: Experiment I Bandwidth Result
creates fake connections to the back end servers use the client IP address. If we do
not force the trac to go through our middlebox, the ACK packet sent back from
the server might go directly to the client. Since the client does not have an available
socket to handle it. It will directly returns a RST reset packet, causing the connection
terminated immediately.
We use TCP to send 100,000 lines of logs to the middlebox. Each log is in one
line. We run this experiment 20 times and compare the bandwidth dierence. To
measure the bandwidth, we record the beginning timestamp (milliseconds) when the
rst packet arrived at the back end server. Then after the TCP connection is closed,
we record the ending timestamp (in milliseconds ) at the back end server. We also
use a counter to count the number of bytes we received at the back end server side.
Our result is shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
4.2.1 Load Balancing Results
As we can see from Table 4.1. HAProxy can only load balance trac to one back
end server. But our NFV based load balancer can load balance trac to all ve back
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MiniOS & LwIP Click TinyCore Linux
Average Total Bandwidth 984.30 Mbps 984.16 Mbps 984.55 Mbps
Standard Deviation 0.90 1.16 0.79
Table 4.3: Experiment II Result
end servers. Also as we can see from Table 4.2, by using our NFV-based load balancer,
the total bandwidth of our NFV-based load balancer is almost ve times more than
the HAProxy load balancer. In our experiment HAProxy use a round robin policy so
each time it transfers data to a single back end server. But this does not need to be
VM3. We just show that at one time, only one back end server can receive data from
a single TCP connection using HAProxy.
The main overhead of our load balancer is the overhead of socket API and memory
copy between dierent modules.
4.3 Experiment II: Without limit Bandwidth
In the second experiment, we do not limit the bandwidth in Experiment I. This
time, we run our client program on a laptop outside the Xen server. We use a Cisco
router to connect the Xen server and the laptop. The bandwidth between them is
1Gbps. We send log data from client at the laptop to the load balancer for 10 seconds
and we run our experiment 20 times. The testbed topology is shown in Figure 4.2.
We use the exact same bandwidth measurement methodology we used in experiment
I, i.e., recording timestamp and number of bytes received to calculate bandwidth.
4.3.1 Experiment Results
As we can see from Table 4.3. All of our implementations can fully utilize the
available bandwidth.
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Figure 4.2: Testbed 2 Topology
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We use Microsoft Excel's statistical analysis tool to show that these three im-
plementations are statistically of the same performance. We rst do three F-tests to
show that the variance of our experiment results are equal. Then we use three T-tests
to show their performance is statistically equal. We set the alpha (signicance level)
to 0.05 for both the F-test and the T-test.
We choose F-Test two-sample variances to test the variance is equal between
any two implementations. The null hypothesis h0 we set is that the variance of
the two implementations is equal. The alternative hypothesis h1 we set is that the
variance of two implementations is not equal. As we can see from Table 4.4, all F
values are smaller than F Critical One-tail. Also all p values are larger than 0.05
(signicance level). Thus we accept the null hypothesis, that all variances of any two
implementations are equal.
Then we do three T-Tests to show that any two implementation's performance is
statistically equal. The null hypothesis h0 we set is that the means of two implemen-
tations are the same. The alternative hypothes is h1 we set is that the means of two
implementations are not the same. As we can see from Table 4.4, we can not reject
the null hypothesis because all p value are larger than 0.05 (signicance level). So
this demonstrates that all three implementations result in the same performance.
The main reason why all these three implementations are similar is because the
data transfer between dierent VM will not go through the ethernet card (using iperf
between two Xen VMs in our testbed shows 16.9Gbps). So the performance is mainly
bounded by the available bandwidth between the client and the load balancer. The
overhead is mainly consists of the overhead of network API.
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MiniOS & Click Click & TinyCore MiniOS & TinyCore
F-test F value 0.46 2.11 1.29
F-test F Critical Value 0.61 2.17 2.17
F-test P Value 0.147 0.056 0.290
T-test's P value 0.673 0.223 0.361
Table 4.4: Experiment II Statistics Result
VMs VM1 VM2 VM3 VM4 VM5 VM6
Number of Records Received 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000
Table 4.5: Experiment III Result
4.4 Experiment III: Multiple Clients
In this experiment, we demonstrate that our Tiny Core based load balancer can
serve multiple clients at the same time. We use the same testbed as in Experiment II,
but this time, we run three client programs on the laptop concurrently. Each client
sends 100,000 lines of logs to the back end server. After the TCP connection is closed,
we measure the number of segments we received on each back end server to show our
load balancing result.
4.4.1 Experiment Results
As we can see from Table 4.5, each VM received 50,000 logs from the load balancer.
As a result, we can conclude that our NFV-based load balancer can support multiple
client connections and distribute trac equally.
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4.5 HDFS ETL Application
With the fast development of big data processing platforms and analytic frame-
works, ETL tools are used to transfer data previously stored in a relational database
to a distributed le system such as the Hadoop distributed le system (HDFS) [23].
We demonstrate an Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) application using the load
balancer we developed. This application loads a zip compressed comma-separated
values (CSV) le dumped from a relational database to HDFS.
4.5.1 Testbed
We run our experiment on a Hadoop cluster. This cluster includes ve physical
servers, each equipped with 16GB of RAM and 4 Intel Core i7 processors and 500GB
SSD. Cloudera Manager is installed on this cluster to monitor cluster status. We use
a MacBook Pro running a Oracle VM VirtualBox VM as the load balancer. We use
the TinyCore Linux based load balancer for this application. The testbed topology
is shown in Figure 4.3.
4.5.2 Experiment Design
This experiment's main goal is to uncompress a large compressed le and loads it
to HDFS. The ETL procedure is consists of three phases. In this application, we focus
on the rst two phases in this experiment: the extract and load phase.Traditional
procedure followed by this ETL application is as follows:
1. Download the compressed raw data.
2. Unzip the compressed le on one machine and save the output to a le stored
on disk.
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Figure 4.3: Testbed 3 topology
3. Load the output of step 2 into HDFS (hadoop fs copyFromLocal).
4. Run Map Reduce Job to transfer data.
We use Te to represent time to unzip the compressed le in step (2) and use Tl to
represent time to load the uncompressed le into the cluster in step (3).
Now we deploy a load balancer in this cluster. Once the user nishes downloading
the compressed le, instead of extracting and saving to local disk, we extract it to
stdin and pipe it to the client program. The client program then sends data to the
load balancer. The new ETL procedure is as follows:
1. Download the compressed raw data.
2. Unzip the compressed le on one machine. Use j to pipe it into a client program.
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3. The client program sends the data to the load balancer. The load balancer then
forwards the data to each datanode (a datanode is machine that store le blocks
in HDFS) in the cluster. Each datanode runs a server program and saves the
received data to local disk as a le.
4. All datanodes load le to HDFS from the local le received in step 3 at the same
time (use hadoop fs copyFromLocal). All of them have to save to the same
directory.
5. Run a map reduce job to transfer data.
We use Tel to represent time to unzip the compressed le and sent it to the load
balancer, and use Tll to represent the time to load the data from local disk to HDFS.
Since every datanode runs a separate load job, its nish time may be dierent. Thus,
we choose the shortest and longest load times and calculate their average.
Our results ignore the raw data download time. And we repeat our result 3 times
for each data size.
4.5.3 Experiment Result
We run the ETL application on three dierent data sets of size 1.6GB, 6.5GB, and
18.3GB. We set the HDFS replicate ratio to 3 so that each block in a le is copied
three times.
As Table 4.6 depicts, on all datasets our load balancer can shorten both the data
extraction and load time. As Figure 4.4 shows, as the data size grows, using a load
balancer to pre-distribute data can shorten the HDFS data load time. The error bar
in Figure 4.4 also shows that the standard deviation is very small.
To explain our result, we discuss it in dierent phases. In the extraction phase,
since we do not need to write data back to the disk, our extraction time is shorter
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Data Size Te Tl Tel max(Tll) min(Tll)
1.6 GB 76s 34s 67s 28s 12s
1.6 GB 74s 41s 65s 29s 13s
1.6 GB 78s 50s 66s 28s 14s
6.5 GB 4min 33s 2min 22s 4min 4s 1min 41s 1min 28s
6.5 GB 4min 29s 2min 20s 3min 59s 1min 50s 1min 26s
6.5 GB 4min 25s 2min 24s 3min 58s 1min 46s 1min 26s
18.3 GB 14min 58s 8min 54s 14min 6s 3 min 25s 2min 21s
18.3 GB 14min 59s 9min 31s 14min 4s 4 min 1s 2min 24s
18.3 GB 14min 58s 9min 15s 14min 6s 3 min 40s 1min 59s
Table 4.6: ETL Application Result
than the traditional procedure. For example, when we process 18.3GB dataset, the
extraction time with load balancer is 38 seconds shorter. In fact, in our application,
in each iteration we only read in one line. If we use a more advanced or ecient I/O
operator, we may see an even shorter extraction time.
In the load phase, the traditional procedure is limited by the I/O of one machine.
By adding the load balancer to pre-distribute data, this limitation is removed and we
can utilize the whole cluster's available I/O instead of a single one. We obtain better
performance and shorter loading time. As we can see from the graph, the larger data
size we have, the larger load time dierence between using a load balancer or not.
4.6 Overall Summary
Our evaluations shows that our NFV-based load balancing solution can better
divide trac than the traditional load balancing solution HAProxy. We also demon-
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Figure 4.4: Load Time of ETL Application.
strate that by using this new load balancing network appliance we can get better
performance if the bandwidth between the load balancer and back end server is lim-
ited. We also verify that our Tiny Core Linux implementation can support multiple
concurrent connections. Our experiment also demonstrates the pros and cons of the
three dierent implementations.
The ETL application we develop suggests this load balancing solution can help
big data processing by speeding up data loading. In the next chapter, we summarize
our contributions and propose future work.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we discuss the need of using a NFV-based load balancing solution
to load balance TCP trac. We design and implement three high performance,
exible and resource saving load balancing systems on dierent platforms. We test our
implementation on a commodity server to show it can successfully redistribute trac.
We also demonstrate using this load balancer we can shorten an ETL application's
running time.
This research can be extended in several directions. The rst direction is to
improve the scalability of this load balancing. Currently, we use only one load balancer
to distribute trac. With the growing size of incoming trac, one load balancer might
not be able to handle all trac. Patel et al. [18] suggest that we can use a layered
load balancing architecture to gain scalability. Since our load balancer mainly focuses
on TCP trac, synchronizing the state of the load balancer is very challenging.
We can also extend this research to better handle network failure. One goal
of using a load balancer is to improve the network system's reliability. Existing
load balancers, such as HAProxy and Nginx, provide a health check by periodically
checking the back end server. However in our solution, we handle one single TCP
connection. If one back end server is down, it means all data delivered to this server
is lost. TCP aims to provide reliable transmission, so currently we treat this as a
network failure and directly exit the program. However, it would be benecial to
provide an elegant failover mechanism to recover any missing data.
We make an assumption at the beginning of this thesis that the bandwidth between
client and load balancer is not signicantly larger than the bandwidth between the
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load balancer and back end servers. We can extend our load balancer by dynamically
adding trac engineering to solve this problem.
One last direction to extend this work is to integrate our load balancer with
another mature load balancer. Although the design goal of our load balancer and
existing load balancing solutions is dierent, network trac in today's network in-
frastructure is also heterogeneous. It would be ideal to add a trac analysis feature
so that dierent types of trac are processed by dierent load balancers. In this way,
we might see even higher network performance and throughput.
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